
 
  

 

 

Post-doctoral position in Supply Chain Management 

WE OFFER A FULL-TIME POSITION AT THE SOLVAY BRUSSELS SCHOOL OF 
ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT 

 

 

Job description 

The Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management (ULB) has currently a post-doctoral position 
available in the area of supply chain management. The overall topic of the post-doctoral position is risk 
management in covid-times, linked to supply chain management and operations management. The 
PhD track enables a fast track PhD as there are limited teaching obligations in the first two-years (there 
is already full-time funding for the first two years) based on an FNRS funding. The PhD is guided by 
Professor Dr. Evelyne Vanpoucke. The successful applicant will join the SBS-EM, characterised by a 
remarkable track record in research excellence. 

 

Doctoral program 

Our school consists of a vibrant mix of people interested in economics and management. We actively 
strive to create and maintain an intellectually stimulating environment, advancing the scientific 
knowledge in the areas mentioned above, while at the same time contributing to the development of 
effective practices for companies, organizations and society. Our school is highly recognized, both 
nationally and internationally. 
 

The post-doctoral position is financed by MIS FNRS funding (a scientific funding) for a period of 2 years. 
The research project will be about risk management in supply chains and will be guided by Professor 
Evelyne Vanpoucke. The post-doctoral position will also be involved in guiding a Ph.D. student on this 
topic. 

 

Profile 

Required Qualifications and skills for the position: 

- PhD in Management, industrial engineering, economics or related field with graduation date in the last 
five years 

- a clear interest in supply chain /operations management  
- outstanding academic performance 
- a research mind-set and good analytical skills 
- Interested in research relevant to both the academic and the business world 
- Have good writing skills and fluent in English 
- a pro-active attitude 



   

 

Interested ? 

 

Please send your letter of intent, curriculum vitae (including publication list), and the name of 2-3 
reference persons (with email address and telephone number) to Evelyne.vanpoucke@ulb.be. Don’t 
hesitate to contact me if you need more info. The vacancy is open till the 15th of June 2022, but early 
applications are encouraged, as the position is already open at the moment. 

 

Evelyne Vanpoucke  
Avenue F. Roosevelt 42 

1050 Brussels 

 
Duration: 2 year full time in the first instance. 
Starting date: 2022 
 

Deadline for the submission of applications: Positions open until filled 

mailto:Evelyne.vanpoucke@ulb.be

